
Flexible Wings
Those flapping wonders lift the birds into the 
air, and then keep it moving in the desired 
direction by changing shape. To fly like a bird 
by flapping, you’d need wings 140 feet across. 
That’s almost as wide as a football field!

Hollow Bones

If a friend told you that they believed 
birds evolved over millions of years, 
how would you respond?

What lesson did Jesus tell us to learn 
from the birds? (See Matthew 6.)

You can’t miss birds. 
They’re everywhere. 
And each one of 
them reminds us that 
our Creator knows 
much more than we 
do about how to 
make things fly.
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Family Devotion time

For a long time, people have wanted to copy birds and soar in the air. You 

can’t blame them for trying! It would be a blast to zip through the sky. 

But most attempts have been—well—silly. From gluing feathers on man-

made wings to bicycle-powered flapping machines, 

people have found we simply can’t copy birds. 

Even modern airplanes don’t fly like our feathered friends.

Planes have engines and rigid wings. What about birds?
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Unscramble the name of each bird. 
Copy the highlighted letter from each bird name to the row at the bottom. 
Unscramble that word to answer the question.

Feathers are a clear example of

      by our Creator.

rrwpaso 
ewdooperkc
grete
gsllaeu
golfamni 
broni

AIRFLOW
EAGLE
HAWK
SEABIRDS

ALBATROSS
FEATHER
JET
TAIL

BONES
FLIGHT
PEACOCK
WINGS

Talk it over

Feather
July—September 2016

It's a Bird, Not a Plane

Flexible Wings
Those flapping 
wonders lift the 
bird into the air, 
and then keep it 
moving in the desired 
direction by changing 
shape. To fly like a 
bird by flapping, 
you’d need wings 140 
feet across. That’s 
almost as wide as a 
football field is long!

Hollow Bones
Birds have very light, 
mostly hollow bones. 
They’re held together 
with tiny beams for 
maximum strength and 
minimum weight. The 
skeleton of a twenty-
pound pelican weighs 
only two pounds! Have 
you ever pulled apart a 
turkey’s wishbone and 
looked inside? Light 
bones mean birds don’t 
need big engines to 
get off the ground.

Feathers
Feathers are good for 
more than keeping 
birds warm, tickling 
feet, and stuffing 
pillows. They’re 
designed to get the 
most push out of every 
wingbeat. They can 
spread out or fold in, 
as needed. And they 
won’t tear, allowing 
birds to dart through 
thick forests and bump 
into hard objects 
without damage.

Tail
Some birds, such 
as peacocks, have 
beautiful tail feathers. 
But did you know 
that the tail feathers 
also help them make 
landings beautifully? 
Fanning out those 
feathers, they can 
come in for a pinpoint 
landing. No wheels or 
runways needed—just 
give ’em a branch!

 Answers:  sparrow, woodpecker, egret, seagull, flamingo, robin

Today’s advanced airplanes are impressive 
marvels of engineering. But even with all 
the brainpower that goes into those flying 
machines, they’re pretty primitive compared 
to the elegance of birds in flight.

Airplanes get the job done. They take off, 
zoom from one place to another, and lumber 
to a stop on a runway. But birds can zip into 
the air, dodge trees while they fly, and pull 
up at just the right moment to land on a 
small branch.

But, amazingly, many 
scientists tell us 

that planes were 
designed, but 

birds were not. They don’t believe that 
Jesus is the Creator. So they say birds’ 
efficient system of wings, bones, feathers, 
and tails came about by chance over millions 
of years, as land animals eventually learned 
to fly.

The Bible—God’s eyewitness account—
reveals something different. On the fifth 
day of Creation Week, God spoke, and 
birds filled the skies—perfectly designed to 
conquer the wild blue yonder (Genesis 1:20).

And that makes much more sense than 
accidents. No brainless process could build 
such an amazing creature that leaves our 
best airplanes in the dust.Here’s 

the Deal
The incredible design 

of birds points to the 

Designer—God!

Help the bird f nd the bird feeder.
Hey, kids!

Buddy Davis here.
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